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OFFERING OVERVIEW

CHALLENGES TO SECURE GROWTH  
Workplace and competitive change are accelerating, driving complex digital initiatives at an unprecedented pace 
and increasing cyber risk to the point where it’s recognized at Board level. This is compounded by an unprecedented 
security skills shortage.  
Digital acceleration introduces hybrid-Cloud complexity, creates an explosion in man/machine identities, fuels data 
sprawl and increases the likelihood of legislative fines, topping over $1B last year. These changes increase the attack 
surface, with 5 out of 10 businesses breached.  
Successful security programs at scale require strategic thinking and focused design. They must leverage existing 
investments, prioritize new ones, and scale with predictable costs to secure business growth and customer loyalty.

GAIN SECURE BUSINESS OUTCOMES  
Successful change must be secure by design. It requires a strategic approach aligned to business objectives and 
overall risk appetite. This requires deep security expertise and a holistic approach focusing on prevention, detection 
and recovery, including securing the base, monitoring intelligently, vulnerability testing and automating response 
and recovery.
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LEAVE TH E DETAILS TO US  
 
ConvergeOne Security Advisors provide risk management and compliance 
solutions to secure the enterprise, growth and new opportunities. 

convergeone.com/solutions/cyber-security/security-advisory-risk-
management

SE CURING PUBLIC SAFETY  
A state government’s public safety department needed fast facial recognition to provide image comparisons for 
criminal investigations. FBI searches were slow and limited to top tier cases.  
Following an Advisory engagement, ConvergeOne provided the world’s fastest and most accurate integrated facial 
recognition solution based on findings from the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Public 
safety increased significantly as analysis of millions of images from multiple sources sped investigation resolution, 
independently of the FBI. 

SE CURE ACCELERATED GROWTH 

Advisory solutions provide strategic designs to reduce risk and optimize security for growth and business 
acceleration using an automated approach. Focusing on the prevention of successful attacks, detection of indicators 
of compromise, and assured recovery, they include:

 + Collaboratively based strategic outcomes

 + Roadmap and architectural design for prioritized enterprise-wide security 

 + Planning and integration for a comprehensive cyber security program

 + Regulatory compliance and data governance strategies 

Holistic security advisory solutions are focused on business benefits and address general or specific security 
concerns from product implementations to enterprise scale security programs:

 + Security Assessment

 + Cyber Security Workshop

 + Identity & Access Management Workshop

 + Secure Remote Workforce Assessment

 + Ransomware Workshop 

 + DevSecOps Assessment

 + Cloud Security Briefing

 + Vulnerability Management 

 + Security Adoption Services

 + Speak to a ConvergeOne Security and Risk Management Advisor today about lowering enterprise risk

https://www.convergeone.com/solutions/cyber-security/security-advisory-risk-management#consultation
https://www.convergeone.com/solutions/cyber-security/security-advisory-risk-management#consultation

